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University's Sexual Assault
Procedure Draws Fire
By Mike Thompson
Editor-in-Chief

to have matter resolved by a disciplinary panel made up of University officials, faculty, and stuEDITOR'S NOTE: It is the policy dents.
The alleged rape is not reportof The Forum to confirm all questions of fact whenever possible ed to the county prosecutor's
before going to print with any office.
story. Due to the pending litigaThis panel may hand down
tion in the following story, penalties ranging from suspension
attempts to confirm or deny facts to expulsion.
were rejected by all parties.
The frrst case brought before
Independent investigation and the panel involved two juniors
other means of confirmation were who engaged in sex at the Phi
used to verify this information.
Kappa Psi fraternity house.
One week after the incident,
The first sexual assault to be the woman flied a complaint with
adjudicated under the University's University Police, claiming that
new disciplinary policy has she had been raped. According to
resulted in a $12 million law suit a statement issued by the male
against the University, cries of student's attorney, John Bushemi
outrage from many in the com- of Merrillville, the woman admitmunity and on campus, calls for ted in her complaint that the man
reform of the adjudication proce- did not use force and that he was
dure, and a near-total silence from "just persistent."
In a statement to the VidetteUniversity officials.
Over the summer the Univer- Messenger, the woman, whose
sity implemented a new proce- name is being protected, said that
dure for dealing with sexual Bushemi's statement was "taken
assault complaints. Under this out of context from the police
plan, a student who files a com- report. When I said he was 'just
plaint of rape, together with the persistent,' I went on to explain,
accused individual, may choose and [Bushemi] has taken it out of
Inside The Forutn context."
The disciplinary pa nel susFrom Your SBA Pres .••.•.....•.2 pended the male student for the
duration of the woman's stay on
From the Dean's Desk ........2 campus. The male student filed
an appeal with VU President Alan
Eye of the Storm •.••••••••.•••••••3 Harre, who upheld the panel's
decision.
Pilgrim in Unholy Land ........3
Bushemi has filed a $12 million lawsuit in federal court
University News .................. .4 against the University on behalf
of the suspended student and his
letters -- We get letters .... .4 parents, alleging, among other
things, breach of contract, violaWe get More Letters .••........5 tions of 42 U.S.C. § 1983, and
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Wisdonz of the Ages
"Anyone who is willing to sacrifice liberty
for security deserves
neither."
-BENJAMIN FRANKLIN

violations of the Buckley Amendment.
This first-of-its-kind hearing
before the sexual assault disciplinary panel has raised several
questions regarding due process.
According to Bushemi, his
client was given less than three
business days from the time he
was made aware of the charges to
the time that the hearing was conducted which resulted in his suspension.
Bushemi also claims that
although members of the Student
Coalition Against Rape (SCAR)
were permitted to testify as witnesses on the woman's behalf, his
client was not permitted to call
any of the five witnesses he had
listed, on the basis that they were
not made known to Dr. Daryll
Hersemann, Vice President of
Student Affairs, far enough in
advance.
The University refused to confirm or deny any information
regarding the lawsuit or the sexual assault procedure.
These questions regarding the
procedure will soon need to be
addressed. As many as ten additio nal allegations of rape may
soon be heading for campus adjudication. The next one involves a
male law student and a female
undergraduate student, prompting
questions as to whether law students should be bound to an adjudication process of which they
had no prior knowledge - law students are not provided with
copies of the University's student
handbook.
In light of the fact that a law
student is involved in an alleged
SEE RAPE, PAGE
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O'Connor .to
Speak at VUSL
Seegers Lecture to Focus
on Women in the Law
By Robin King
News Writer
United States Supreme Court
Associate Justice Sandra Day
O'Connor has confrrmed that she
will participate in "Women in the
Law," the 1993-94 Seegers Lectures Series. O'Connor's appearance at the School of Law on
April 8 will mark the fourth in a
series of presentations throughout
the year concerning the advancement of women in the legal profession.

Dooley Recognized for Kidney Research
By Dave Kuker
News Writer
Professor Laura Gaston Dooley, quietly working away in her
small yet comfortable upstairs
office, is beginning to make quite
a name for herself. Already noted
for her unsurpassed knowledge of
the trivial background facts of
Pennoyer v. Neff, Professor Dooley has recently added another
feather to her cap. She is one of
the co-authors of an article
recently published in the Journal
of the American Medical Association.
Professor Dooley, her brother,
Dr. Robert Gaston and Ian Ayres,
a professor of law at Stanford, coauthored the article on unequal
racial access to kidney transplantation. Originally published in
the Vanderbilt Law Review, the
article was picked up for the latest
issue of JAMA.
The article suggests that the
current system for matching
recipients with kidneys artificially
limits access of potential black
recipients. The current system
involves matching recipient and

kidney through antigen comparisons and giving points for each
match.
Antigens are distributed differently across races, and available kidneys are gathered predominantly from whites. As a
result, although 31% of patients
waiting for kidneys are AfricanAmericans, this group receives
only 22% of the available kidneys. Also, African-Americans
usually end up waiting more than
6 months longer for a transplant.
Professor Dooley, the universally-adored recipient of the 1993
Gromley Teaching Award, and
her colleagues have suggested
several alternative allocation
schemes to address this disparity.
The mo st obvi ou s a lte r native
involves going to a strictly firstcome, first-served basis. Other
alternatives involve giving minority patients extra points according
to race or awarding points for rare
antigens. These systems are feasible because new immuno-suppressant drugs have made antigen
matching less crucial to the success of each transplant.
Dooley says t hat the most

exciting aspect of all the hoopla is
the response of the transplant
community. ''There is a genuine
interest in the transplant community in modifying the point system to address the problem of
unequal access," said Dooley.
She added, ''It's gratifying to
know that scholarship can make a
difference. Through scholarly
legal writing, it's possible to identify a problem that concerns you
and then play a significant role in
resolving that problem."
The flurry of publicity surrounding the article has had some
additional benefits for Professor
Dooley and her co-authors. Professor Dooley ' s brother, Dr.
Robert Gaston, recently appeared
on CNBC to discuss the article.
Professor Dooley has also been in
great demand. She will travel to
Southern California in late October and give a talk on diversity
themes in the core-curriculum to
the Society of American Law
Teachers. She will also present
her newest scholarly writing, The
Feminine Mystique of the Jury, to
a crowd of her peers at Stanford.

On October 22, the School of
Law will commence the Seegers
Lectures, a program bringing distinguished speakers to our campus to share their views regarding
significant topics in law. The
series is being enlarged to four
lectures, two in the fall and two in
the spring. The theme, ..First
Women: the Contribution of
American Women to the Law,"
honors women pioneers in the
legal field. The subject of this
year's series was chosen since
1993 is the lOOth anniversary of
the admission to the bar of
Antoinette Dakin Leach, the frrst
woman lawyer in Indiana. In
addition to commemorating
Leach, the lectures will also
explore the lives and contributions of Myra Bradwell of Illinois, Crystal Eastman of New
York, and Clara Foltz of California - all of whom were the first
female attorneys in each of their
states.
Myra Bradwell was the plaintiff in the famous Supreme Court
case Bradwell v. State of Illinois,
in which she challenged the
denial of her application for a
license to practice law. An Illinois statute required that Bradwell obtain her license from two
justices of the Illinois Supreme
Court. The reasoning for the
denial was that as a married
woman, she lacked status to contract with another party, mainly a
prospective client. The Illinois
Supreme Court stated that two
limitations existed. First, admission to the bar of an individual
must promote the proper administration of j ustice and secondly,
SEE WOMEN IN THE LAW, PAGE
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From Your SBA President
By Kip Winters
SBA President
The school year is well under
way and the SBA has become
very involved. We wish to welcome and congratulate the new
First Year Student Bar Association Administrative Board Members; Student Representatives:
Dan Hagen, Lora Grandrath and
Liz Ellis, and Faculty Representative: Renee George. They have
already had important contributions to the function of the SBA.
The "hot" topic which was
brought to the Board was the current Sexual Assault policy of the
University. There was a recent
allegation of sexual assault and
some persons questioned the fair-

ness of the policy. The SBA is
currently researching the issue to
ensure that it is fair, and to understand how it effects the law students. Any students with information or input on this subject are
requested to bring it forward to
the SBA.
The Board also spent a considerate amount of time upgrading the SBA Constitution. This
will be discussed again at the next
meeting, Thursday, October 14 at
8:00pm. Once we have a proposed new Constitution it will be
posted, open for students comment, and voted on by the SBA
(student body). Our current Constitution is outdated and ineffective, and it is important that the
new Constitution assure that the

SBA remains productive.
The student organization budgets have been decided upon and
are posted outside of the SBA
office. I wish to thank each Budget Committee person and the
representative of the student organizations who participated in the
process. I think that each group
received what they needed
according to the priorities of the
SBA budget. We are interested in
promoting the name of the law
school and the education of the
students.
A leiter was put in each organization's mail box announcing
the final day to become an active
organization. Thank you to all
organizations who submitted the
SEE SBA PREsiDENT' PAGE 6
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MlSSION CONTROL

Mars Observer

Career Services Corner
By Gail Peshel
Director, Career Services

Before you make a call, carefully consider what it is you wish
to say. If you have carefully
Making the Phone
thought through the conversation,
Work for You
you will feel more in control of
the situation. Know what results
The phone should be thought you want. Actually writing down
of as a tool to assist you in net- your objective can be helpful in
working, obtaining information, providing direction to your conand scheduling interviews. Con- versation. In addition, you will
tacting attorneys and employers be less likely to be thrown off by
by telephone can be very produc- someone who is abrupt or unretive, but often students indicate sponsive.
reluctance to make use of the
Use your most professional,
phone. If your anxiety level affrrmative and articulate manner.
makes telephoning difficult, per- Be polite, enthusiastic, personhaps these tips will help.
able, and considerate of the attorTelephone calls can be made ney's time. Ascertain at the
to:
beginning of the conversation
0 determine if an opening whether you have called at a conexists;
venient time or if you should
0 follow-up on a resume you schedule a time to call back.
have sent;
Reach your contact:
0 find out the status of your
You may be more successful
application;
in reaching your contact person if
0 schedule an interview;
you call before 9:00 in the morn0 find out further information ing or after 3:00 in the afternoon.
about an opportunity; and
Attorneys are usually in court or
0 arrange a meeting with a at meetings between 9:00 and
contact or an informational inter- 3:00. Some sources suggest callview.
ing on weekends or between
Prepare your script:
SEE CAREER SERVICES, PAGE 6
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From the Dean's Desk
By Edward McGlynn Gaffney, Jr.
Dean

Barker, the first woman to serve
as the U.S. Attorney for the
Southern District of Indiana and
As I write this, the Sullivan the first woman to serve on the
County Bar Association in south- U.S. District Court for the Southern Indiana is celebrating the em District of Indiana, Attorney
100th anniversary of the admis- General Pamela Carter, the
sion of Antoinette Dakin Leach to State's first woman Attorney
the Indiana Bar. Leach was the General and the country's first
first woman admitted to the bar in African-American woman to hold
this State, and we have planned a such a post, and Mrs. Frances
series of events this year during Tilton Weaver, a 1925 VUSL
the Leach Centennial to celebrate graduate who was the only
the contribution of American woman in her graduating class
women to the law. Each of these and the first woman to practice
events will take place in Tabor law in Valparaiso.
On Friday, November 12,
Auditorium on Friday afternoons
at 4 P.M., and culminate in a visit Professor Jane Friedman of
to our law school by the Hon. Wayne State University will
Sandra Day O'Connor, Associ- speak about Myra Bradwell of
ate Justice of the Supreme Court Illinois. Our honorees will
include Justice Mary Ann
of the United States.
Entitled "First Women: The McMorrow of the Illinois
Contribution of American Supreme Court and Circuit
Women to the Law," the Leach Judge Ilana Rovner of the UnitCentennial events pay tribute to ed States Court of Appeals for the
four women trailblazers in the Seventh Circuit.
On Friday, February 11, ProSeegers Lectures, and will also
honor their contemporary coun- fessor Sylvia Law will speak
terparts. These contemporary about Crystal Eastman of New
"first women" will participate in a York, who was the founder of
discussion of issues affecting what has become the ACLU. We
today's woman lawyer immedi- have invited the Hon. Judith
Smith Kaye, Chief Judge of the
ate! y following the Lecture.
On Friday, October 22, the New York Court of Appeals, as
n
Hon. Vivian Sue Shields of the our distinguished guest. 0
Indiana Court of Appeals - the April 8 Professor Barbara Bab"frrst woman" to serve as a trial cock of Stanford will speak about
judge or an appellate judge in this Clara Shortridge Foltz of CaliState- will deliver an address fornia, and Justice Sandra Day
on Antoinette Dakin Leach. O'Connor will be our distinThe other first women from Indi- guished guest.
ana to whom we will present the
After the citations have been
Leach Centennial First Woman presented to our honored guests
Award are Judge Sarah Evans on each occasion, we will con-

vene a round table discussion on
the role of women in the legal
profession. This part of the program will be an informal
exchange among the panelists
about some of the issues referred
to in the 1988 Report of the
American Bar Association's
Commission on Women in the
Profession: "The ABA recognizes that persistence of both
overt and subtle barriers denies
women the opportunity to achieve
full integration and equal participation in the work, responsibilities and rewards of the legal profession. The ABA affirms the
fundamental principle that there is
no place in the profession for barriers, including practices, attitudes and discriminatory treatment, that prevent the full integration and equal participation of
women in all aspects of the legal
profession. And the ABA calls
upon members of the legal profession to eliminate these barriers
and to refuse to participate in,
acquiesce or condone barriers to
the full integration and equal participation of women in the legal
profession."
Join us in the Tabor Auditorium on October 22 to hear Judge
Shield's
presentation
on
Antoinette Dakin Leach, and to
honor Judge Sarah Evans Barker, Attorney General Pamela
Carter, and Mrs. Frances Tilton
Weaver. And mark your calendars for the other three events:
November 12, February 11, and
April8.
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Pilgrim In An
Unholy Land
and we've gone too far. Sure, we
save money, but history also
shows us that we always This is Still A
always - have to rearm ourselves
again, and by the time we realize
Dangerous World
that, it is usually too late. The
A couple of years ago I was monetary cost has always been
attending the Peoria Area World outweighed by the loss in life of
Mfairs <:onference in Peoria, Illi- our citizens.
Let's take a look at this new,
nois, listening to then-Secretary
of Defense Dick Cheney discuss "safer" world. The former Soviet
the changing role of the U.S. mil- Union, still possessing all of its
itary. Although he said he was nuclear arsenal and involved with
pleased that we are fmally able to more internal conflict than an
down-size our defense forces, he episode of The Young and the
cautioned that we must not get Restless, is about as stable a situcaught up in a wave of euphoria ation as a rattlesnake in a playpen
about the end of the Cold War with a six-month-old kid. China
and cut our forces back too far. has resumed its testing of nukes "History has shown us time and something they wouldn't be
time again," said Cheney, "that doing if they didn't anticipate
every time we have had an having to use them. North Korea
opportunity to cut back on our j.s on the verge of becoming a
military. we have gone too far, major nuclear power.
Heck, the mere fact that Sadand we have blown it."
His words kept reoccurring to dam Hussein is a frog's hair
away from getting the Bomb is
Beyond all of the enough to convince me that the
crises that fill today's world is not a safer place.
As if this weren't enough, the
papers, there remains military
is now finding itself in a
one unalterable fact: very different role. Traditionally,
the role of our military is to
...for as long as there defend
our country and to beat up
is a United States of our enemies. Suddenly they are
America, there will thrust into the position of having
to keep the peace in countries
always be a war in our where the United States has no
immediate, vital interest. Sure, I
future.
guess it is in our interest to have
me as I watched the most recent peace around the world, but not
crisis in Russia unfold. I don't so much that our troops should
normally get too upset over have to risk their lives in places
attempted coups in third-world where military intervention isn't
countries. What makes Russia going to bring about a lasting
different from other third world peace.
So here we are in mid-Octocountries is that it has a gonzowhopper bunch of nukes pointed ber, 1993: we are escalating our
at us. I've grown somewhat commitment in Somalia. We
accustomed to anti-American have military advisors in Maceforces overthrowing governments donia. We sent troops to Haiti
in places with unpronounceable (and were narrowly spared getnames. The sleep I lose over ting into a quagmire there). And
those events is considerably less this Administration is just itching
than the anxiety I feel when anti- to send troops to Bosnia.
Whenever you send the miliAmerican forces suddenly find
themselves in possession of tary into a situation in which
enough nuclear weapons to make there is no target to shoot at and
us glow in the dark for the next no enemy to fight, you are doing
the military and our nation a
century.
It is well and good to say that great disservice. We are talking
the Cold War is over. The sober- about the Armed Forces of the
ing fact remains, however, that United States- not the Arkansas
every single nuke that the Soviets National Guard.
Beyond all of the crises that
ever had pointed at us is still sitting there, waiting for the com- fill today's papers, there remains
one unalterable fact: someday,
mand to fly.
What is our response to this somewhere, the United States
situation? Well, for one thing, will be have to use military force
we have stopped all research into again. It is inevitable, since the
the one thing that could shield us only alternative is to abdicate our
from these dreaded weapons - freedom and our sovereignty.
the Strategic Defense Initiative. For as long as there is a United
The next thing we do is dramati- States of America, there will
cally cut down the size and always be a war in our future. As
unpleasant as this may sound, it
strength of our military.
I am a firm believer that the is true. When that time comes,
primary role of history is to warn we must be committed to winus not to make the same mis- ning, and winning comes through
takes. As Secretary Cheney said, strength. We owe it to our milieach time we have found our- tary, ourselves, and our future, to
selves in a less-threatening world, be prepared to fight that war and
we have down-sized our military, to bring a swift and certain victo-

By Mike Thompson
Editor-in-<:hief
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In The Eye of the Storm
no chance to legally counter the
charge. In many cases what passes for eligibility of "rapist" is
Whisper ... whisper ... he said, simply poor bed-side manners or
she said ...regrets, fear, misunder- simple regret.
Little old Valparaiso, not to be
standings and malice towards
everyone. Such is the state of outdone, has jumped aboard the
affairs on college campuses these rape train. This past summer,
days. So hyper sensitive have we under tremendous pressure from
become over a trendy issue called the Students Coalition Against
"date rape," that in our blind zeal Rape and others who participated
to expunge the mere possibility of in a nationwide, male-hate-fest
it, we do more harm than good. called Take Back The Night, the
We have lost sight of the univer- university concocted a rape adjusity as a place for learning. The dication policy (known as a kanuniversity now becomes a Starr garoo court in educated circles)
Chamber of judge, jury and exe- which is decidedly "procutioner for the emotionally mis- female/victim." The policy
affords twelve rights; seven
guided and politically correct.
More regrettable is the plight retained to both accused and
of the small, private university. accuser, five retained only for the
Shrouded in secrecy, it conducts accuser AND NONE ARE
hearings, mandates counseling AFFORDED ONLY TO THE
sessions and issues policies DEFENDANT. There are no
directing how their students guarantees the university will folbehave not just in class, but in low those rights it so clearly sets
bed. Nowhere in the Christian forth.
In defending this horrendous
university is the voice of morality
or Biblical principals ever· heard. farce, V.U. officials will point out
Administrators, teachers, coun- that as a private university, they
selors, and campus ministers have can do as they wish. They also
failed, caving into fears of offend- claim they are mandated by federing a vocal minority who demand al law to enforce such a policy.
recognition for beliefs and poli- Students ought to pose the argucies far beyond what is just or ment that just because a university is private does not mean it may
rational. All of us are at risk.
Antioch College expects sexu- ethically violate fundamental
al liaisons to be conducted with notions of justice. A private unialmost legalistic care and caution: versity might even have a higher
"May I hold you hand?"; "Is it duty to uphold such notions since
OK if I caress your shoulder students are more at their mercy.
now?"; "We are entering my Second, the federal law argument
bedroom, do you understand the imports an idea that due process
ramifications of this act?"; "Have would have to be afforded where
we been drinking too much?"; federal authority dictates the poli"Perhaps we should let this cy.
moment pass until we have a
V.U. officials also claim date
chance to write out our desires rape is such a huge issue that it
and register with the sex police. " must be dealt with. Oh really?
I am sure you see the absurdity of Let's look at other views; Read
Antioch's expectation. (And you Richard Cohen, Washington Post,
thought a condom was a real · May 19, 1991, where the often
show stopper.)
cited statistic of "one-in-four"
At Brown and I.U ., there are women are raped on a college
reports of women's groups writ- campus is debunked considering
ing the names of accused rapists that Ms. Magazine ordered the
on the walls of women's bath- survey from Mary Koss who
rooms. There are no hearings and uttered such non-sense before a

By Patrick G. McCarthy
Managing Editor

Senate committee in which cited
Justice Department statistics
showed a mere .05% as a more
accurate figure. Explain that discrepancy! (Even a rape pamphlet
put out by V.U. now puts the figure at one in six.) Read Cathy
Young's article in the Washington
Post, May 31, 1992, where she
notes that some feminists have
exaggerated the problem of rape
by redefining rape to include
"psychological coercion" and
"arguments" as an element of
force. Further, Young refers to
Catherine MacKinnon who notes
the similarities between rape and
consensual intercourse. In other
words, all sex becomes rape and
even if a woman desires sex, such
a desire is constructed by the
male patriarchy. Explain that theory to the 18 year old kid about to
be booted from school for "rape".
See also The Morning After:
Sex, Fear and Feminism On Campus, by 25 year old Princeton
grad, Katie Roiphe. She blasts
campus feminists who seek to
bring back Victorian stereotypes
of week, trembling virgins who
must be protected at all costs
from the lustful male penis. 11\e
result of such zealous advocacy is
that as definitions of rape broaden, the real acts of sexual violence get trivialized.
Terry White, writing in Playboy, August, 1993, notes that
author Stephanie Guttman was
initially skeptical at the Ms. Magazine funded research upon which
numerous rape centers and policies were mandated in campuses
nationwide. White points out that
since the onslaught of the rape
hysteria, many of the rape centers
that were opened stand empty and
unused. In the few last years the
networks have run news specials
questioning the legitimacy of rape
awareness programs on campus;
ABC News Special; Men, Sex and
Rape, Spring, 1992, and NBC
Dateline, Fall, 1993.
Rational thinkers are starting

SEE IN THE EYE OF
THE STORM, PAGE 6
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University News

Beware
Isolationisin

VU Professor Emeritus Dies
Professor Emeritus Paul Phipps passed away on September 29 in
Porter Memorial Hospital. Phipps, 72, was professor emeritus of English, having received his B.A. from Valparaiso University in 1949, his
M.A. from the University of North Carolina, and his Ph.D. from the
Johns Hopkins University, where he was a Charles Carroll Fulton
Scholar.
Phipps joined the faculty at VU in 1950 and served as chairman of
the English Department for five years and as acting chairman for one
additional year. In 1982 he received the VU Alumni Association's
Distinguished Teaching Award. In 1986 he was named as the first
occupant of the Walter G. Friedrich Professor of American Literature.
He retired from the University in 1989, after thirty-nine years of service to VU.
Professor Emeritus Phipps is survived by his wife, Arline, and
three children and their families.

By Amina Saeed

Meeting of Church-Related
Colleges Held at Valparaiso
"Communities of Learning"was the theme at the third annual
national conference of the Lilly Fellows Program in Humanities and
the Arts on October 8-10.
Seventy-five representatives of 39 church-related colleges and universities in the project's national network met at the conference to continue exploring relationships between higher education and Christianity.
Parker J. Palmer, internationally-known author, lecturer, and master teacher, addressed the conference with a talk entitled "Only Connect On Living and Learning in Community."
Barbara Doherty, S.P., president of Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College, spoke on "The Diversities of Spiritualism in the Community of
Learners."
The Lilly Fellows Program is based at Christ College, the University's honors college, and offers postdoctoral teaching fellowships to
younger scholars committed to pursuing vocations at church-related
schools.

Eck Addresses World Religions
The featured Gross Memorial Lecturer this year was Dr. Diana L.
Eck, professor of comparative religion and Indian studies at Harvard
University, and also chair of the Committee on the Study of Religion
in the faculty of Arts and Sciences and a member of the faculty of
Divinity.
The title of Eck's lecture was "The World's Religions in America
in 1993: What Does America Look Like 100 Years After the 1893
World's Parliament of Religions?" The lecture was held October 4th
in the Union.
That afternoon, Eck participated in a panel discussion with VU
faculty members Dr. Theodore Ludwig, Dr. Walter Rast, and Prof.
Edgar Senne, as well as Student Senate President Ravi Singh- all of
whom attended sessions of the recent centenary of the World Parliament of Religions in Chicago.
The Gross Memorial Lecture features scholars of national and
international renown, addressing a wide range of scholarly topics that
have theological significance. Copies of the lectures may be obtained
without charge from the Department of Theology.

Town-Gown Comm. Appointed
Valparaiso Mayor and VU Law Alumnus David Butterfield and
VU President Alan Harre have announced their appointments to this
year's Community-University Town and Gown Committee. This year
marks the 24th year of the committee, appointed annually as a way of
providing a medium for discussion of matters of mutual interest and
concern to the City and the University. Sandra McGuigan, director of
VU's Career Planning and Placement Office, serves as chairperson of
the group.
The committee is composed of representatives from the City and
from VU's faculty and student body.
City representatives on this year's committee are Kenneth Brist,
principal of Valparaiso High School; Leigh Ellis, president of Porter
County Broadcasting Co.; Walter Lamberson, chief of Valparaiso
Police; Michael Nuppnau, mortgage loan officer, Centier Bank; and
Charles Welter, president of First National Bank.
Representing the VU faculty are Profs. Derrick Carter, Paul Contino, Norman Jensen, Arvid Sponberg, and Sandra Strasser, and
Monique Bemoudy, director of VUs Multiracial Programs.
Students on the committee are Andrew Bray, Alycia Erickson,
Sara Gleason, Ravi Singh, and Adam Walker.
Ex-officio members include Dr. Daryll Hersemann, VU vice president for student affairs; Patricia Downing, VU public relations director; Pasquales Rocchio, managing editor of the Vidette Messenger; and
Byron Smith, chairperson for the 1994 Community-University Drive
and President of Smith Nuppnau Ready Mix, Inc.

Letter to the Editor

Defining "Family"
By Melinda Baas
This letter is a response to the
"Eye of the Storm" editorial in
the first issue of The Forum,
regarding the biological bond of
the natural parents.
I am not denying that such a
bond probably does exist. What I
object to is the weight it is given
by the Mr. McCarthy. Giving
birth or being present at birth is
the only criteria he uses for his
statement that "No artificially
defined family can usually match
this bond." Birth is not the only
way to create a bond between
parents and children. If this "biological bond" is so strong, why
have so many adoptive children
chosen to ignore it in favor of
their adoptive parents? I am from
a mixed family and my step
brothers are just as much part of

my family as my real brother and
sister are. There is a bond
between all of us. It may be connected by different means but it is
still there.
Another strong objection I
have is that biological parents
should be "given the benefit of
the doubt." Why? And his overarching statement that biological
parents are "basically good people." Where does that come
from? Child abuse is a very
important factor to consider when
deciding whether a parent is "fit"
or not. A Chicago judge decided
to give a mother, with a history of
abuse, the "benefit of the doubt."
She strangled her child within a
week of getting him back.
Rather than view Kimberly
May's judgement as a destruction
of the family, why not see "family" as more than just a biological
connection.

Letters to the Editor must be signed. The Editor
reserves the right to edit letters for space, clarity, good
taste, and to avoid libel. We are under no obligation to
print an~· thing we receive.

As I read Mr. Techlin's article, "Give America Its Rightful
Priority," in the Sept. 24th issue
of The Forum, I thought that I
was reading something written in
the pre-World War II era. Mr.
Techlin's staunch advocacy of
isolationism cannot be overestimated. Yet Mr. Techlin fails to
realize that the moral decadence
and lack of ethics in America is a
direct result of the policy he
champions.
Mr. Techlin need not argue
for ..America First," because the
government has based its policy
on just such a notion since Vietnam. The nation's prosperity in
the post-War era allowed it
retreat into neo-isolationism.
Once Europe and the Pacific
Rim began to rebuild and the
costs of the Cold War began to
add up however, American optimism declined. As a result,
resentment toward foreign
nations increased. America
became one of the "victims" that
Mr. Techlin so accurately
describes.
Mr. Techlin claims ..victims"
are those who, " ... use their status
as 'victims' to justify their
attacks on innocents who have
been labeled as evil 'oppressors."' Thus, we witness Japanbashing, and the ideology of the
New World Order. These may
not be as violent as the actions of
other "victims" but they are no
less detrimental. According to
the New World Order, whatever
or whomever is not in the strategic interest of the United States
cannot survive. The United
States is the self-proclaimed
world police force, with the
United Nations serving as its
reserve force. Americans are
responsible for the New World
Order. We chee~ed Bush as he
sent "The Boys" over to the Gulf
immediately before Christmas
two years ago. We also cheered
Bush as he sent "The Boys" over
to Somalia before Christmas a
year ago. We cheered the victory in Iraq, now it is time to pay
the price. Crying about the
moral decadence of this country
is useless. The voters of this
country told our elected officials
to support a war in the Gulf, in
Panama, in Somalia, and countless other places. By doing so,
we voted for our own moral
decay.

The next deadline for
The Forum is October
29th, 5:00 p.m. All
copy must be submitted
on computer diskette,
along with a hard copy.
The Forum keeps
diskettes on reserve at
the Library.
The
Forum staff meets each
Tuesday at 10:05 in
room 202, Heritage
Hall. New members
are always welcome.
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The Assault By Anti-Speech Zealots
By Clarence Page
Guest Columnist

Some Important Safety
Guidelines to Remember
By Frederick Techlin
Staff Writer
Here are a few important safety tips.
If you repeatedly bang your

head against a wall, then as a matter of intelligence, wear a helmet.
If you swim with sharks, as a
rule, have a boat nearby so that
you can jump into it if a shark
tries to bite you; (you may not be
safe, but you '11 feel safer).
If you do drugs, use clean needles (as though you were addicted
to them).
If you rob a bank, drive a fast
car (so you can outrun the consequences).
If you're drunk, then with a
clear head, remember to fasten
your seat belts when you drive
home.
If you "moon" Chinese com-

munists on the way home, boldly
wear your bullet-proof vest, and
be sure to dodge any armor-piercing bullets.
If your children play near a
cliff, be safe, provide them with
parachutes. And don't forget to
pressure your school district into
teaching the "no-experience-necessary-just-jump-trust-us-it'ssafe-sky-diving method" (don't
worry, it probably works).
If your children have illicit
sex, then tirelessly give them condoms, so that they can passionately use them (correctly).
If you always follow these
important guidelines, then you
probably won't get hurt (unless of
course, you're reckless).
And fmally, if you dance with
the devil, you better say your
prayers.

Pity the poor working girl
who takes off her clothes for the
camera for a living. Despite
whatever else you may think, she
is not doing what she does by
choice. No, no, she has been
taken! She has been abducted!
She has been coerced entirely
against her will! She has been,
well, raped!
How do we know this? Why,
it is the photos that tell us so.
Believe your eyes! Don't let her
smile fool you. She must have
been forced to smile. Yes, the
photos are not just EVIDENCE of
a criminal act. No, the photos
ARE the criminal act its own self!
Or, at least should be, once we
push that old First Amendment You remember those dusty old
words dreamed up by white, male
slaveholders - out of the way.
Or so Catharine A. MacKinnon would have us believe.
I have been reading her little
book, Only Words, (Harvard
Press), a tidy little collection of
her most persuasive speeches on
the subject of speech and why she
thinks it is more than a tad too
free in this country.
She is not a crackpot. MacKinnon's scholarly arguments have
virtually defined sexual harassment and "hostile workplace"
laws that have led to a disappearance of girly pin-ups and other,
more serious harassment of
women or minorities.
She also is having a profound
influence in the formulation of
"hate crime" laws, which the
Supreme Court has unanimously
upheld in their calling for
enhanced penalties for criminal
acts that target women or minorities.
"Only Words" gets to the
heart of her argument. She
doesn't like the First Amendment
Contrary to the childhood chant
about sticks and stones, she
believes words CAN hurt you. If
she had her way, for example, she
would not have allowed neo-

Nazis to march in Skokie, which
has many holocaust survivors,
because, in her argument, speech
that praises the holocaust is tantamount to the horrible act itself.
She conveniently ignores the
episode's beneficial results: It
brought out many more antiNazis than Nazi sympathizers,
educated many young people in a
helpful way, and helped for a few
days, at least, to unite Jews and
non-Jews in a common cause,
including a march led by, among
others, Jesse Jackson.
Even so, MacKinnon tries to
open our eyes to the horrors of
free speech by describing
episodes of coercion, torture and
rape by criminal pornographers in
excruciating detail.
No question that these criminal pornographers should be prosecuted for whatever acts they
commit in order to get their pictures. But MacKinnon goes farther. She wants to prosecute the
pictures.
She and Andrea Dworkin, a
prominent militant in such matters, have proposed an anti-porn
law that defines it as "graphic
sexually explicit materials that
subordinate women through pictures or words."
They would outlaw even the
comparatively tame Playboy, in
which "women," according to
MacKinnon, "are objectified and
presented dehumanized as sexual
objects or things for use," but
apparently not Playgirl or anyone
else who objectifies and dehumanizes men as sexual stud puppets. In MacKinnon's world,
only women need protection.
presumably, she would include
Madonna, whose obscenely
priced picture book Sex would be
outlawed by MacKinnonDworkin's law and, of all things,
on the grounds that Madonna,
being a victimized woman, didn't
know what she was doing when
she exploited herself for pay.
Although Madonna smiles her
way through her photos like one
might smile on a brisk walk to the
bank, MacKinnon would have us

believe Madonna could not possibly have been enjoying herself.
No, her photos of simulated rape
and bondage are not mere simulations at all. No, they are as terrible as rape itself. They ARE rape
itself.
I think it is MacKinnon, more
than pornography, that poses genuine danger to the intellectual life
of this country.
Often labeled radical feminists, MacKinnon and Dworkin
sound more like reactionaries
who would move us backwards to
the tightly laced Puritanism of the
'SO's.
"The law of equality and the
law of freedom of speech are on a
collision course in this country,"
MacKinnon writes_ Indeed they
are. They always have been.
Reasonable minds have helped
one serve, rather than collide with
the other.
I support equality and free
speech. I oppose wretched
excess. I oppose the nattering
nannyism that seeks to "Protect"
women and minorities from abuse
by putting handcuffs and leg irons
on the very freedoms and liberties
that have helped empower men
and minorities.
One who apparently agrees is
Anthony Griffin, a black lawyer
for the Texas NAACP, who
recently has been defending
Michael Lowe, a Ku Klux Klan
grand dragon, a the request of the
American Civil Liberties Union.
The reason? The state of
Texas wants the membership lists
of Lowe's Klan unit, which are
protected by the same rights to
privacy and free association that
have protected NAACP membership lists in past cases.
Griffin reportedly told Lowe
during an initial meeting, "I'm in
this deal because I realize that if
they take away your rights, then
they'll take away mine."
Griffin's got that right.
Equality has nothing to fear from
free speech. They belong together.
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12:00 noon and 1:00 when the
secretary is usually out of the
office.
Even if you do not reach your
contact, be polite. A secretary or
receptionist can relay a message
about you before you even have
an opportunity to speak to the
person you are attempting to call.
Convey your message:
Prepare a brief statement of
your education and experience
that you think will be of greatest
interest to the employer. For
example: "I clerk for a local civil
litigation law firm and have concentrated my law studies in the
area of litigation. I represent
indigent clients in the school's
clinical program and have participated in regional moot comt competitions."
If your objective is to schedule an interview, the following
may be a viable script However,
only call an employer after ten to
fourteen days have elapsed since
you sent your resume and cover

letter. Control the conversation
by asking specific questions.
- "Hello. My name is _ _ ,
and I recently sent you my
resume in application for your
(associate/law clerk) position. I
wanted to check with you to
make sure you had received it"
Depending upon the response,
- "Is there anything more I
can provide to help you reach a
decision on my application?"
Depending upon the response,
- "Is this a convenient time to
schedule an interview with you?"
- or, if true, "I will be in (city)
in _ weeks interviewing with
(firm name), I wondered if an
interview could be scheduled
with your firm as well." (In
either case, have your calendar
ready to schedule a day and time.)
Smile and be friendly. You
can "hear" a smile through the
phone. Standing when speaking
on the phone can decrease feelings of intimidation or anxiety.
Have a positive attitude. If
you think you will be successful,
you probably will be.

"First Women" is Theme of
Four-Part Seegers Lectures
CONTINUED FROM PAGE
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the court should not admit anyone the legislature did
not intend to have admitted, even if they were not
expressly excluded. The court reasoned that the
admission of women was never contemplated by the
legislature and thus prevented the Illinois Court
from admitting women to the office of attorney at
law.
The Supreme Court of Illinois further stated that
"God designed the sexes to occupy different spheres
of action, and that it belonged to men to make apply
and execute laws, was regarded as an almost
axiomatic truth" when the statute was implemented.
Bradwell's attorney made a constitutional argument
on her behalf, stating that certain inalienable rights among them life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness, encompass the idea that "all avocations, all
honors, and all positions, are alike open to everyone
and that in protection of these rights all are equal
before the law." Her attorney concluded that an
entire class of citizens could not be excluded from
the bar. Still, admission was denied her. The U.S.
Supreme Court held that even though there are privileges belonging to the citizens of the U.S. under the
Constitution, the right to admission to practice in the
court of a state is not one of them. The Bradwell
case was heard by the Supreme Court in 1872.
In 1992, one third of the graduating class at Valparaiso University Law was women. This year 44%
of the entering lL class are females. Progress such
as this is in great part due to the efforts of women
like Myra Bradwell, who have made notable contributions to the legal profession. The "Seegers Lectures" will focus on these pioneer women whose
courage and perseverance have made it possible for
women in our era to achieve such well deserved
positions as Supreme Court Justice and Attorney
General of the United States. At VU's 1993 commencement, Chief Justice Randall Shepard stated
"Ours is a profession where women have had more
progress than in any other which readily comes to
mind, whether it be corporations, colleges or capital
domes."

The Hon. Vivian Sue Shields of the Indiana
Court of Appeals will be the first presenter of the
series. Also present at the October lecture, will be
Francis Tilton Weaver who graduated from VU
school of law in 1925, the only female in her class,

and the first woman to practice in Valparaiso.
Pamela Carter, Indiana's frrst woman Attorney General, and this country's first African American
woman to hold such a position, will also be attending. Other presenters include Professor Jane Friedman of Wayne State University, Professor Sylvia
Ann Law of New York University, and Professor
Barbara Allen Babcock of Stanford University. All
of the programs are open to the public and will be
held on Fridays at 4 pm. Presentations will be followed by open discussion. Confirmed honorees
include Sara Evans Barker on October 22, Mary
Ann McMorrow on November 12, and Judith Smith
Kaye and Patricia Wald on February 11. Tentative
honorees include Ilana Rovner for the November 12
lecture and Dorothy Nelson for the April 8 lecture.
VU is very excited to announce that Justice Sandra
Day O'Connor has confrrmed her attendance at the
April lecture.
O'Connor, appointed to the Court by President
Ronald Reagan in 1981, is the first woman to serve
in that capacity.
The program is being jointly sponsored by the
Indiana State Bar Task Force on Women in the Law,
which is chaired by Cynthia Minor, a Merrillville
attorney. Professor Lind has put a great deal of
time, effort and enthusiasm into organizing this
year's lectures, and is "hoping for a large turnout"
Invitations have been extended to every woman professor in every law school in Indiana and the Chicago area.
Professor Lind believes the round table discussions will focus on "women then, women now, and
what it is like to practice in this field." The American Bar Association Report and the Indiana Report
will also be discussed. After extensive studies and
surveys, these reports have found that there still
exists a barrier to women in the field and there
remain obstacles to be overcome.
In the Bradwell case, counsel for Bradwell stated, "Intelligence, integrity, and honor are the only
qualifications that can be prescribed as conditions
precedent to an entry upon any honorable pursuit or
profitable avocation." The women whose lives we
will commemorate possessed these qualities and
more. Their efforts serve as an inspiration to all
who seek to make a positive contribution to the
practice of law.
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proper documents. Those groups
are automatically eligible for $50
from the SBA student activity
account, and are permitted to
request funds.
The Cardozo Cup was an
immense success. A good time
was had by most, the professors
endured, and the 3L's took the
title. (how far was that dinger?)
Unfortunately there was an
injury, and we apologize to Renee
for letting Dan near the playing
field. Best wishes in your recovery, and I am sure Dan will take
notes for you in class for the
remaining three years.
I was able to formally meet
with President Harre on Monday.
This was an initial step in
improving law school and University communications and relations. I expressed our disappointment in not being informed and
included on University matters
outside of plays, intramurals, and
shopping trips to Chicago. Hopefully, we will become a voice in
the University and aid in deciding
policies which affect us.
The 3L Steering Committee is
in high gear. The make-over and
photo shoot will be during the
first week of November. Everyone rush to Tan-A-Rama and
don't forget to dry clean those
suits. The 3Ls should be receiving information in the mail about
this. The Commencement speaker update: Attorney General
Janet Reno is still considering our
invitation. On or about October
22, 1993 the University Honorary
Degree committee will decide if
they will offer a honorary degree
to Janet Reno, Chief Justice
William Rehnquist, and a distinguished Federal Judge (forgive
me for not having the name
handy before deadline). Dean
Gaffney will attempt to set up a
meeting during the frrst week of
November with Janet Reno, and
hopefully we will have her decision at that time. The December

graduates will be receiving information on their caps and gowns
soon. The vote for a faculty advisor will be forthcoming. Please
drop a note if you have any input
on any matters pertaining to the
Class of 1994's graduation.
The school of law has just
received confirmation that
Supreme Court Justice Sandra
Day O'Connor has committed to
attending a seminar on Women in
the Law which will be sometime
in the spring. This is a great
honor for our school and we
should thank Dean Gaffney for
bringing such prominence to Valparaiso.
Secretary Witherspoon is currently exploring the possibility of
purchasing another typewriter for
the LEXIS/WESTLAW room due
to heavy student use. The Law
Week functions are currently be
planned and any and all help is
welcomed; see Vice President
Drager. Secretary Witherspoon is
also investigating the possibility
of developing an activities calendar for each organization and student to use for planning activities
in advance. There apparently was
a problem with conflicting days
and times.
The Law Student Organization Delegation will have its second meeting on Wednesday,
October 13 at 6:00pm. All organizations are heavily encouraged
to attend.
The SBA will be selling Tshirts in a week or two. Make
sure to set aside some money to
buy your Christmas gifts early.
We are also preparing to sell
sweatshirts again.
There is much, much, much
more happening in the law
school. I encourage everyone to
read the minutes posted outside
the SBA office. In the future the
SBA will publish a monthly
newsletter to help update you, the
student, on issues. Thanks for
reading.
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Oral Advocates Shine In Swygert Finals
. David Wilson, a part-time student and Valparaiso resident,
argued "no" under the illusive
Stride Courtroom served as three-pronged Lemon test, which
the battleground for the survival the lower court did not utilize in
of the beleaguered town of ruling against Wilson's position.
Kingsport and a forum for zealous Scott Scarpelli, a third-year studebate on important constitutional dent from Cary, Illinois, argued
law issues in the fifth annual "yes," urging the Justices to
Judge Luther M. Swygert Memor- uphold the lower court's application of the endorsement test, yet
ial Moot Court Competition.
Robert Null, from Mishawaka, argued in the alternative that the
Indiana, sparred with Richard display of the float was also
DiTomaso, from Woodbury unconstitutional under the Lemon
Heights, New Jersey, about the standard.
The three presiding judges
constitutionality of firing Town
Manager Carol North solely included Richard D. Kudahy from
because of her support and active the Seventh Circuit, U.S. Court of
campaigning of defeated incum- Appeals, where Judge Swygert
himself once sat. The two other
bents in a public election.
The arguments turned upon judges were Valparaiso Universiwhether party affiliation is a prop- ty School of Law_graduates from
er requirement for the position of the Class of 1951, Judges George
Town Manager, which necessari- B. Hoffman and William C.
ly involved a detailed analysis of Conover-both from the Indiana
the Town Manager's job descrip- Court of Appeals. During oral
tion and responsibilities. Both argument the advocates referred
advocates of this debate were sec- to the Judges as Justices to simulate oral arguments before the
ond-year law students.
The second set of arguments United States Supreme Court.
The justices ultimately ruled
shifted away from Kingsport's
political problems to the sticky in favor of Null and Wilson but
questions presented by the Estab- were quick to commended the
lishment Clause. Was a Thanks- foursome for their overall fine
giving float displayed in the performances. ''There is nowhere
Town Square depicting Pilgrims to go but up from this courtpraying and accompanied by a room," said Judge Conover about
passage from the New Testament the advocates' futures. Scarpelli
an unconstitutional establishment received the best oral advocate
of government sponsored reli- award.
Null, representing Kingsport,
gion?
By Deven Klein
News Editor

PHOTO BY DALE STACHE

argued that the discharge of the
Town Manager came within the
Elrod v. Burns exception created
by the Supreme Court in 1976.
According to that exception,
political patronage firings are permissible where the employee
occupies a policy-making or confidential position. Because Ms.
North was in a position to make
policy and have access to secret
information, Null argued that the

GIGGLE'S
1901 Calumet Avenue
"WINNER ofPIZZA TASTE OFF"
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firing was within constitutional
boundaries.
The
Elrod
exception,
explained Null, allows elected
officials to replace the previous
administration's highest level
appointees in order to institute the
policies that the electorate voted
into office. "Certain positions,
simply by virtue of authorized
involvement, are subject to dismissal without due cause," articu-

lated Null.
The second-year student, who
made frequent use of hand gestures and spoke with a steady,
strong voice, repeatedly pointed
out that the position of Town
Manager in Kingsport was the
highest ranking non-elected position in the town. Additionally,
Null argued, Ms. North regularly
advised the Mayor and Aldermen,
SEE MooT CoURT, PAGE 8
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Abortion and Empathy
By Richard Stith
Guest Columnist
Back in the 1970's, the U.S.
Supreme Court's Danforth decision denied fathers the right to
protect their unborn children from
abortion. Paternal consent could
not be required, even in the case
of a married woman, said the
Court. In 1992 the Casey decision went further, holding that
fathers may not be given the right
even to be notified before their
unborn sons or daughters are
aborted.
Note first that the Court overturned sex-neutral legislation and
replaced it with a bias in favor of
the mother. The laws ruled
unconstitutional did not prefer the
father's rights to the mother's
rights. Rather, the pre-Danforth
laws simply allowed either
spouse to choose life, but required
both spouses to choose abortion.
Pre-Casey laws required that a
father be notified before a mother
chose abortion, but not before she
chose to give birth. The laws the
Court overturned did not favor
males. They favored life.
But I don't want to talk here
about the Court's apparent bias
against males. There's something
else here that distresses me as a
lawyer and as an ethicist. And
that is the frequent absence in the
abortion debate of respect for
one's fellow citizens. The
Court's decisions are just one
more example of a dogmatic
inability to appreciate the subjective differences found in a pluralistic society.
Oaiming to have doubts as to
whether life ever exists prior to
birth, the Supreme Court ignores
fathers who do not share those
doubts. Fetal heartbeat and other
evidence, in my judgment, prove
the fathers correct. But even if a
father were somehow wrong in

The

thinking his child alive prior to
birth, his plight ought to be
noticed. To give the mother a
unilateral constitutional right to
abort is to tell the pro-life father
that he must stand back and let
his child be killed. Yet the father
should feel a natural duty to protect his child. The Court forces
him to be a bad father, and thus to
lose self-respect as a moral person, or else physically to attempt
to block the abortion, and thus to
suffer the legal consequences.
The Supreme Court ought to
have considered how its decisions
would affect those who reach prolife conclusions, even if it thought
those conclusions doubtful or
mistaken. One does not need to
respect unborn life in order to
respect the feelings of pro-life
dads. Yet the Court, to my
knowledge, has never mentioned
the anguish its rulings cause to.
pro-life people. The Court acts as
if we all lived in the Court's subjective world, a world defined by
it not to include the unborn. Had
the Court been able to empathize
with the feelings of a pro-life
father, it might have decided
Danforth and Casey differently.
Indeed, had the Court been able
to look at the abortion issue from
both sides, it might well never
have decided Roe v. Wade as it
did. It might have held that a
state may have a ..compelling"
moral interest in preventing abortion not only because life actually
exists before birth, but simply
because the state legislature
thinks it does.
This lack of appreciation for
the other fellow's point of view is
unfortunately quite common in
the abortion debate. For example,
one often hears abortion supporters say, ..you can have whatever
moral beliefs you want. Just
don't try to impose them on others." This argument shows a lack

of empathetic understanding for
the pro-lifer with whom the
speakers disagree. Would those
who support abortion really want
as a neighbor and a fellow citizen
someone who thought (even if
mistakenly, in their view) that our
society is engaged in a mass holocaust of children but who did
nothing about it? Wouldn't such
a callous or selfish citizen be a
danger to us all? If abortion supporters simply understood the
pro-life point of view, even without sharing it, they would surely
not use an argument which, if
successful, can only create a kind
of social Frankenstein: a large
number of people who feel no
duty to protect the lives of others
through law.
There is likewise a failure of
empathy in President Clinton's
inclusion of abortion in his proposed health care plan. Abortion
supporters argue that pro-lifers
have no cause to complain
because it is common for people
to have to pay fees and taxes for
purposes they fmd morally objectionable. But not all moral objections go equally deep. To join in
offering desperate mothers money
to kill their children (remember,
this is how pro-lifers view the
matter) is to join in an assault not
only on innocent life but also on
morality's inner core of family
love and duty. In order to retain
their moral self-respect, and perhaps their sanity as well, pro-life
people could not sign a social
insurance contract with such a
provision. Nor would anyone
who simply understood their feelings ask them to do so.
Those who support abortion
rights now have the upper hand.
But they would be wise to rule
with empathy for those who see
the world differently.

tothesline Project provides a way to

show the extent of violence against women by
creating a visual impact similar to the AIDS quilt
or the Vietnam Memorial.
WHAT IS IT?

Begun in Cape Cod with a clothesline of shirts hung upon poles crisscrossing Hyannis,
each shirt represents a woman who had been a
victim of violence. The project is now nationwide
and includes nine other countries.
A national event is scheduled for Spring, 1994. We
want your shirt to be a part of this special event.

For More Information, Contact:
Charlotte Conjelko
Community Awareness Director
The Caring Place, Inc.
426 1/2 Center Street
Hobart, Indiana 46342
(219) 942-8027
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One L's Elect Class Representatives

UP!
One day a lawyer died and
went to heaven.
When he arrived at the Pearly
Gates, St. Peter asked him, "Who
were you?"
The man told him, "I was a
New York City divorce lawyer."
St. Peter studied the man suspiciously, and said, ''We do have
our standards here, you know.
What exactly have you done to
earn eternal happiness?"
The lawyer thought about it at
great length and searched his
mind for one good deed. Finally,
he recalled an incident. "As a
matter of fact, the other day I saw
a bum on the street, and I gave
him a quarter," he said, beaming.
Peter then said, "I'm sorry,
that's not very impressive, nor is
it enough."
"Wait, there's more!" shouted
the man. "The other night I was
walking home and I tripped over
a homeless boy, so I have him a
quarter."
Peter asked, "Is there anything else?"
The lawyer thought long and
hard and finally said, "No. Not
that I can think of."
St. Peter contemplated him
for a long time and then asked his
assistant, "Well, what do you
think we should do?"
The assistant looked at the
lawyer disgustedly and said, "I
say we give him back his half a
buck and tell him to go to hell."

By Dale Stache
Staff Writer
The new lL representatives
are Liz Ellis, Dan Hagen, Lora
Grandrath and Renee George. All
are committed to working together and are willing to hear any suggestions or complaints from their
class members.
Liz is from Chicago and is a
Valparaiso graduate. When asked
what her goal was she stated, "to
make sure that the students' opinions and needs are met. People
talk about change, but no action is
taken. I can't do it alone, but
working with others we want to
get some things done. One L's
will see change occur by 3d
year."
Lora is from Iowa City, Iowa
and is also a graduate from Valparaiso. One of her goals is to
improve the library situation in
getting students to reshelf books.
Because there is not enough
money to hire someone to continuously reshelf the books, she
hopes that a cart can be made
available for students to put the
books on. Then your search for a
book will not have you searching
all the tables and carrolls.
Dan is from Minnetoka, Minnesota and is a graduate from
Aldophus College in St. Peter,
Minnesota. He said that the lL' s

PHOTO BY DALE STACHE

The newly-elected lL representatives include (left to right) Dan Hagen, Liz Ellis,
Ll!ra Grandrath, and Renee George.
want to meet with administration
soon about getting a cash machine
in the law school. Currently there
is a cash machine in the union,
but it is inconvenient for the law
students to go there or to a bank.
Dan also said that he hopes for
more opportunities like the Cardozo Cup, which was a lot of fun
for bringing faculty and students

together in a less stressful environment
Renee, the lL faculty representative, is from Saginaw,
Michigan and is a graduate from
Alma College in Alma, Michigan.
She said that as faculty rep you
get to see a different side of faculty members by attending faculty
meetings. She added that the fac-

1705 LaPorte Avenue • Valparaiso •

ulty really are concerned about
student opinions at the meetings.
She hopes to be an intermediary
between her classmates and faculty if there are any problems.
All representatives said that
they are willing to discuss to any
problems with their classmates at
any time.

464-8088

Menu Sgecials
Breakfast - 2 eggs with potatoes
Lunch- $2. 95 - $4.25

Everyday- Prime Rib Dinner (8-10 oz.)- $6. 95
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A Hidden Source

University Activities Offer Plenty
By Melinda Baas
Staff Writer
Another weekend coming and
all you have to look forward to in
another late night at Jackson's
playing darts. Have you considered going to a movie for $2,
attending a musical concert,
watching a play, or listening to a
new band at the Coffeehouse?
"In Valparaiso?" you ask.
Yes, in Valparaiso, and probably
a lot closer than you think.
All these activities can be
found right on the main campus
of Valparaiso University. You
know, that place just up the road
where you go to buy your books.
There is a lot more going on there
than most people realize. There is
an organization on the main campus called the Union Board which
is designed to provide activities
and entertainment for the student
body.
Every Friday and Saturday
night they have movies in the
Bijou Science Building for only
$2. Most cities will have a dollar
movie theatre where you can see
movies which are about a month
old. The UB Bijou Theatre provides those movies for you. They
show the films at 7 and 9:30, so
this is your chance to see the
movies you missed this summer.

They also have movies on
Wednesday evenings for $1, or
free if you bring a Torch ad for
the upcoming weekend movie.
Last month they showed all the
movies nominated for Best Picture at the Academy Awards. Get
a copy of the Torch, the undergrad paper, and find out what the
upcoming flicks are.
The Union Board also has
several different clubs which
operate certain weekends of the
year. The Coffeehouse is for
those who like an atmosphere like
the Court Restaurant with its live
music. The club usually features
up-and-coming local bands which
you can sit back and listen to with
your free coffee or hot chocolate
(bring your own mug). The
Comedy Club provides a stage
where you can watch the Jerry
Seinfeld want-a-be perform.
They also have Clyde's which
they call "the Nightclub of the
Union." This is a dance club they
operate once a month for those
who like a little more activity on
the weekends. In case you work
up an appetite they also provide
free snacks and pop. All these
clubs use the Union Great Hall,
which is in the same building as
the bookstore.
These are just the activities
they provide on weekends. Dur-

ing the week they also have a lot Dress." This is an interactive
of regular services to give you a play about date rape on a college
needed study break. Downstairs campus, in which they pause the
in the Union Hall there is the Rec action to let the audience question
Center. There they have video the various characters. To find
games, pool tables, four lanes of out when this or any other play is
bowling, as well as an equipment being perfonned keep you eye on
rental facility. They rent crossthe Torch.
country skies, camping equipMusical events are another
ment, and their latest addition is
area in which the college tries to
four mountain bikes. All you have
to do is exchange your ID card for cater to a wide variety of tastes.
the equipment you want. Also, They have the various choirs and
they are now offering Mini- musical groups sponsored by the
Courses. These are short term school, and then there are groups
classes on subjects ranging from like Sweet Wine which are creatbartending, to Ethnic Cooking, to ed by students. The school also
Auto Maintenance. Fees can brings in outside talent to add to
range from $I to $30 for the more the variety. Two weeks ago they
involved classes. Just stop by the had the Heritage Festival in which
Union Informational desk and they invited two different bands
sign up.
to perfonn. The theme was "BooBesides the Union Board gie on the Bayou" focusing on
events the different departments Cajun and Zydeco music, and
on the main campus also provide providing a taste of Cajun cookactivities. The Theatre-Arts
ing. One of the groups has perdepartment regularly provides 3-4
formed regularly at the New
plays a year for about $2 a ticket.
Orleans Jazz Festival and assisted
There are also student groups like
Soul Purpose and Alpha Psi in writing some of the songs for
Omega's Underground Theatre movie soundtracks like '!he Big
which do more experimental the- Easy."
This article only highlights a
atre. Some are student directed
of the activities which the
few
and others are just plays which
are more controversial. One college can provide. So tap into
example of this is the student run this hidden source of entertainproduction of "The Chartreuse ment, you might even have fun.

VUSL Represented at ABA National Meeting
By Chris Koenig
ABA Representative
School accreditation; curriculum requirements; classroom
standards; work restrictions.
These are just a few of the ways
that the American Bar Association (ABA) touches our lives as
law students. But there's much
more to it than this. Worldwide,
it is the largest professional organization, with an active membership exceeding 350,000. Nationally, its Clout stretches from the
courtrooms of county government
to the halls of Congress. The
ABA also includes a Law Student
Division that operates as a separate voting assembly within the
ABA structure, and that is repre-

sented in the ABA's House of
Delegates by three representatives. The Law Student Assembly, composed of two voting
members from each law school
across the country, met August 58 in New York City. I attended
this year's Law Student Division
conference as the ABA Representative from Valparaiso. The purpose of this column is to let you
_know about some of the issues
that were discussed at the convention, and to tell you about what
the ABA has planned this year at
Valpo.
There are two main purposes
for holding the annual meeting.
First, elections are held for the
Vice Chair/SBA position and
three Division Delegates. Those

WHAT IS A DOCUMENT?
,... a Brief?
,... a Resume?
,... a Memorandum?
,... a Transcript?
,... a Cover Letter?
,... all of the above?
,... and more?
If you know, then you know what we do ..

WE DO DOCUMENTS. PROFESSIONALLY
BecwerO~Set'V~

Ino.

23 07 Roosevelt Road
Valparaiso, IN 46383

464-3033
Whatever the document, "LeaN~ {;t;wt:tfVBeaNe-r!"

persons are then initiated for a
one year tenn of office along with
the Chair, Vice Chair, and Secretary-Treasurer. Together, they
manage the day-to-day operations
of the Law Student Division, and
act as the voice of the 140,000
students attending ABA accredited law schools across the United
States.
Second, the assembly votes on
resolutions proposed by law student representatives. Twenty
three proposals were offered for
consideration this year on topics
ranging from student loans to
writing requirements. The most
debated issue centered around the
ABA's controversial 1992 decision to affirm a pro-choice stance
on abortion. The law student
assembly approved part of a resolution urging the ABA' s House of
Delegates to rescind their vote on
that issue in favor of a neutral
stance. The second half of the
proposal addressed the issue of
gennaneness, requesting that the
ABA limit its agenda to issues
related to, and directly affecting,
the legal profession, the practice
of law, and legal education. It
failed after being separated from
the retraction issue by a vote of
the assembly.
Although the assembly did not
pass the gennaneness issue, it will
continue to be a topic of discussion within the ABA and the Law
Student Division in the years to
come. It addresses a much larger
question of determining the purpose of the ABA' s existence. Is it
to further the legal profession and
legal education in this country, or
is it a political organization that

should work for political reform.
Some who see the legal profession as too intrinsically related to
politics would argue for the latter,
stating that the law and politics
are really one in the same. Others, however, feel that the ABA
has overstepped its bounds by
getting involved in political
issues. Many attorneys have
become so infuriated that they
have terminated their membership, and angry law students have
refused to join the Law Student
Division. Like any difficult question, there is no easy answer.
Issues like this are important to
all of us as law students, and they
will also affect us in the years to
come as we enter the professional
world. The ABA is not going to
change by dropping your membership, or not deciding to join
because you are against their policies or political stances. As big
as this organization is, it is surprising how big of an impact an
individual can have. Change in
anything doesn't occur by standing on the sidelines or throwing
your hands up in defeat.
Another topic gaining wide
attention at the meeting was the
pro bono graduation requirement.
Because Valparaiso was a pioneer
among law schools in mandating
pro bono work for graduation, our
name was in the forefront of the
debate over whether to make this
a nationwide requirement. I
believe this issue will gain even
more attention in the years to
come, and people will continue to
look to our school as a model.
SEE ABA, PAGE 12

Wombat Attack
Alarms Students
By Justin Kayse
Staff Writer
Getting through the first year
of law school is tough enough
without having to deal with
extraneous issues. But for one
female law student, a run-in with
a wombat has led to just such an
occurrence.
As was reported in the last
issue of The Forum, the female
law student was attacked, terrorized, and bitten by the wombat
on north side of the law school
(Freeman Street) while walking
up the sidewalk. This student,
whose name is being withheld
due to confidentiality reasons, is
currently undergoing a battery of
rabies shots at Porter Memorial
Hospital as a precautionary measure. The creature, which was
captured after an extensive wombat hunt by Valparaiso and University law enforcement personnel, was destroyed at the Porter
County Animal Control Center,
despite a spirited protest by the
local chapter of People for the
Ethical Treatment of Animals.
The worn bat is a marsupial
native to Australia. It resembles
its American cousin, the badger.
A ferocious meat-eater, it is
known to attack its victims without provocation, according to Dr.
Richard Kimble, professor of
Zoology at Valparaiso University. Dr. Kimble said that the
brown and furry beast has razor
sharp teeth. "It often lies in wait
in shrubbery and ambushes -its
victims," said Kimble.
Edward Lloyd, chief of Valparaiso University Police stated
that a preliminary investigation
has already been completed.
Lloyd stated that the wombat
was apparently brought to the
Valparaiso area several years ago
by an Australian exchange student, Michael Dundee, who has
since graduated from the University and returned home to the
land down under. The wombat
was allegedly released during a
drinking party at Dundee's Freeman Street apartment. Dundee
reported the marsupial missing to
the University and town police,
but the combined forces were
unable to track the animal down
until after the attack. Attempts
to reach Dundee at his Brisbane
home were unsuccessful.
This animal had apparently
attempted to attack a number of
law students over the years,
according to law school dean,
Edward Gaffney. "It is just
unfortunate that it succeeded this
time," said Gaffney.
Chief Lloyd categorically
denied that there was a second
wombat on the loose, allegedly
the mate of the now dead first
wombat. Zoologist Kimble stated that "it would be best to
remain cautious around bushes
and trees however, because the
wombat is a species known for
its proclivity for avenging the
death of its loved ones."

On Liberty in the Age of the TV Remote
one is compelled to purchase a prospective censors with two
compact disc with explicit lyrics, options: they can opt not to check
or subscribe to cable channels out the book, or they can mount
an attempt to show others why the
Lately, it seems no segment of that might be deemed offensive. book is wrong. To censor should
society is immune from the "But," the insistent do-gooder not be an option.
"altruistic" attempts of busy-bod- says, "the moral fabric of our
When it comes down to it,
ies to shield innocent minds from society is rapidly deteriorating isn't censorship really fear? Fear
the evils of free thought. School and lewd entertainment and vul- that an undecided mind might
libraries are pressured to take out gar music only exacerbates the hold a contrary opinion. If the
such horrendous works as Huck- problem." Admittedly, society's censors believe they hold the
leberry Finn and The Catcher in scruples are lacking, but using truth, then they should not be
the Rye. A University of Penn- censorship to rectify loose morals afraid of differing opinions. The
sylvania student is castigated in a is a cop out - it gives the parents, holder of truth should be confivery public debate after he called teachers and leaders of our soci- dent that wrongfulness will evena few noisy female students ety an easy way to shirk responsi- tually be exposed by truthfulness.
"water buffalo." And we cannot bility.
But, the exposition of wrongfulWhen a "bitch" or "ho"' is
forget the omnipresent attempts to
ness does not happen on its own.
silence the evil forces of popular heard booming out of Junior's If something offends you, don't
stereo, and the parents object, it is subject yourself to it, or educate
music.
In On Liberty, John Stuart the responsibility of the parent to
others about its wrongfulness.
Mill wrote that censorship is let Junior know they object. But
Truth is not a one way street con"noxious" and that "silencing of it is not enough to burst through
trolled by an omniscient gatediscussion is an assumption of Junior's bedroom door breathing
keeper. Truth is a derivative of
infallibility [by the censors]" frre and demanding that such filth
free, rational thought. To conwhich "rob[s] the human race." be left outside; a prohibition withstrain free thought is to withhold
He continued on: "[l]f the opinion out an explanation deprives
truth. Progress and improvement
[that is censored] is right, [soci- Junior of the means to determine can only be had by a weighing of
ety] is deprived of the opportunity why such music is not wanted in facts, and facts are learned from
of exchanging error for truth: if the houseL In order to provide
truth. If do-gooders truly want to
wrong, [society loses] what is Junior with "a livelier impression
help society, instead of censoring,
almost as great a benefit, the of truth," parents must explain to
they should spend more time
clearer perception and livelier their child why such lyrics are
exposing and explaining the
impression of truth, produced by offensive and possibly harmful.
harms of offensiveness and less
its collision with error." Mill !f 1t is explained to Junior his
time being offended.
concluded free speech should not Penthouse is distasteful, or his
be feared because all wrong opin- Slayer album is offensive, in the
ions and practices succumb to the future he will probably use his
truth.
noggin' when making decisions
If something is offen- or at least be cognizant of other's
concerns.
When authority
sive, people have a decides what can be printed,
duty not to prohibit its uttered, recorded or sold, parents
teachers are let off the hook,
dissemination, but to and
having to explain nothing. The
expose the harm....
prohibited work becomes taboo
and probably more appealing
Although over 100 years old,
because
it is taboo.
Mill's words are arguably more
Which
brings me back to the
enlightening today. To curtail
do-gooders
themselves. I would
freedom of expression is to take
think
we live in a free
still
like
to
the easy way out If something is
society
and
are
at
liberty to make
offensive, people have a duty not
choices
for
ourselves.
For
to prohibit its dissemination, but
instance,
if
I
see
a
book
in
the
to expose the harm and use it as a
Sadomasochist
library
entitled,
means to achieve "a livelier
Sexual Practices in Appalachia
impression of truth."
I must admit (and I think Mill and the picture on the cover
would too) segments of popular offends me, I don't have to check
culture are offensive and demean- it out. Mill asserted that people
ing. But I also believe that no have a duty to dispute things they
believe wrong. This leaves

By Chad Main
Staff Columnist
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ABA Meeting Held in New York
CoNTINUED FROM PAGE 10
For this reason alone, it is imperative that representatives from this
school continue to represent us at
regional and national meetings of
the Law Student Division.
Closer to home, the ABA will
take on a more active and visible
role here at school, especially
through the implementation of
two new programs. Jennifer Herman will be establishing V.I.T.A.
(voluntary income-tax assistance), a program that will use the
resources of students interested in
tax law to help people in the community to file their returns. If
you are interested in tax, this is a
great way to get some hands-on
experience. Please contact Jennifer or myself if you ' d like to
help, or need more information.
I am also pleased to announce
that Valparaiso will be participating in "Work-a-Day" this year.
This event, which will be held on
January 29th, is a day when law
students from across the country
will lend a hand to needy people
and charitable organizations in
the community. Although many
groups here at school do charitable work, there really isn't one

big project that we are all collectively involved in. Work-a-Day
will give us the chance to come
together as a group, to help some
people in need, and to have some
fun while doing it Heike Cockerill and Amy Reinsch will cochair this event. They will present more information on Worka-Day in the upcoming months.
Please watch for it, and plan to
join us on January 29th whether
or not you ' re a member of the
ABA.
I hope this column has given
you a better idea of what the
ABA is all about. Annual membership in the Law Student Division costs only $15, which
includes subscriptions to Student
Lawyer and the ABA Journal, and
access to obtaining health insurance for an additional cost. You
can find more information on
membership from the ABA board
in the main hallway, or by contacting myself or Jeff Jazgar, 7th
Circuit Lt Governor for Communications. There are opportunities
to get involved with this organization here at school, at the circuit level, and even within the
national structure. I encourage
your participation.

Court of Appeals Hands
Bodensteiner a Win
By Mike Thompson
Editor-in-Chief
The U.S. Court of Appeals for
the Seventh Circuit handed
Professor Ivan Bodensteiner a
win last month, vindicating ten
years of effort on his part.
The case, Gonzalez, et al v

North Township of Lake County,
Indiana, (No. 92-3217), revolved

This crucifix in Wicker Park, near Hammand, Indiana, was
ordered removed by the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals.
The prevailing parties were represented by Professor Ivan
Bodensteiner.
PHOTO FROM COURT'S OPINION

around a memorial, placed in
Wicker Memorial Park, near
Hammond, Indiana. The memorial is a 16-foot cross with the figure of Jesus nailed to it. It is visible to virtually everyone who
passes through the intersection of
Ridge Road and Highway 41. It
has been in that position since its
dedication in 1955.
Originally the memorial had a
plaque on its base, dedicating the
memorial to men and women of
the Armed Forces. The plaque
has been missing since 1983.
The memorial was erected by
the Knights of Columbus of the
Abraham Lincoln General
Assembly.
In
1983,
after being
approached by the area chapter of
the Indiana Civil Liberties Union,
Bodensteiner agreed to represent
individuals who objected to the
presence of the memorial on the
grounds that it violated the
American principle of separation
of Church and State.
Originally filed in U.S.
District Court in Hammond in
June, 1983, it was delayed over
the course of a decade, finally

decided in September, 1992.
Of the five plaintiffs who
brought suit, the trial court found
that only one had standing to
challenge the Township , noting
the fact that the four dismissed
plaintiffs, while avoiding the area
of the park that contains the
memorial, did not abandon their
use of the park entirely.
The fifth plaintiff, a former
employee of the park, quit his job
after the cross was erected , and
has visited the park only on three
other occasions.
The Court of Appeals
reversed the trial court's finding
that the four plaintiffs lacked
standing. The court held that the
prohibition of the plaintiffs full
use of the park constituted sufficient injury to give them standing
to sue.
In
looking
to
the
Constitutionality of the memorial
itself, the court relied on the test
set forth in Lemon v Kurtzman.
The Lemon test requires that a
publicly-displayed religious symbol must have a secular purpose,
neither advance nor inhibit religion in its principal or primary
effect, and not foster an excessive
entanglement with religion.
The township maintained that
the use of the crucifix was primarily a war memorial, not a religious icon.
The appellate court found that
the crucifix in Wicker Park did
not bear secular trappings sufficient to neutralize its religious
message, nor is it seasonally dis-

played in conjunction with other
holiday symbols.
Having found that it is permanen t government speech in a
pro minent public area that
endorses religion, the court ruled
that it violates the Establishment
Clause of the Constitution.
The court ordered a declaratory judgem ent stating that the
memorial's presence in the park is
unconstitu tional; a permanent
injunct ion prohibiting the
Township from maintaining the
statue and order its removal; and
damages and attorney's fees.
The case was remanded to the
district court for entry of relief.
Bodensteiner does not view
the decisio n in this case as a
broad ruling by the court that
define s a
new
area of
Constitutional law. "It's not very
often that you will get [a situation] in which such a blatantlyreligious symbol is displayed by
the
government,"
said
Bodensteiner. "It's doubtful that
this will have any far-reaching
impact beyond the specifics of
this case."
Both parties have entered into
an agreement in which the
Township will not seek certiorari
and will have thirty days to make
arrangements for the removal of
the crucifix and to settle the issue
of damages. The Knigh ts of
Columbus have agreed to transfer
the crucifix to privately-owned
land.
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Go Ahead, Sue Me ... Everyone Else Does
"But I thought employers are
keep asking, hoping for a more former employers plus the Mafia
congenial response), since this is and the FBI to bug her apartment, not allowed to ask such q uesan administrative and not a judi- destroy her mind, follow her tions."
cial
matter, at least until the everywhere and pay cash to total
Now here's the kicker. "You
If you had asked me a year
strangers,
including
millions
of
aren't
allowed to ask," he replied,
appeals
stage,
the
common
law
ago how many of my 80-odd
presumption that one is "innocent users of the New York City sub- "but you're supposed to know."
employees are members of offiMuch head-scratching and stauntil proven guilty" does not way system, to laugh at her and
cially recognized minority groups,
apply. Thus suit piles upon suit, humiliate her (with bonuses to tistical analysis and many legal
I could not have told you. I didn't
legal bill upon bill, until I find those whose laughter she bills later, we did beat that one.
know because I didn't care. My
The next case entailed our
myself with a penetrating, almost couldn't' discern). All this had no
95-year-old company, which
liberating, insight As an employ- bearing on the case. The investi- proving that we do not have a patmake s the giant neon signs that
er in the age of hyperfairness, I'm gator from the New York State tern of discrimination against
have earned Broadway the sobria victim too. Call me severely Division of Human Rights ordered Hondurans. Then it was Filipino
quet of "The Great White Way"
us to analyze four year's worth of Mormons. Then Portuguese
lawyer-impaired.
(now obviously politically incorMy initiation into the empire our payroll by age, race, color, Hawaiians. Who will be next? If
rect), has always been resolutely
of employer discrimination suits sex, creed/religion, marital status it is a gay person, will I be
colorblind. We hired people we
came from a laid-off employee and disability, with special required to determine, somehow,
thought could do the job and laid
who claimed discrimination on emphasis on Canadian Americans. the sexual preference(s) of all my
off the least efficient workers
"But we don't keep records employees? Wouldn't my nonaccount of her age (which I still
when times were slow. When
do not know) and nation of birth that way," I objected. "I don't suing employees - gay, bi, straight
racial consciousness began
(Canada). This claimant had care whether people are married, or otherwise - fmd such an effort
muscling its way to the forefront
numerous identical suits pending or whether they go to church. unseemly. and in that case be entisome years ago, we found it mildagainst her previous employers What if I can't produce this infor- tled to sue me for sexual harassly amusing that we didn't seem to
and submitted a 26-page docu- mation?"
ment?
number a single male WASP
ment alleging that we'd entered
"Then we will be forced to
among our employees. Then we
If so, they can stand in line. I
into a conspiracy with these other assume you are guilty," he said.
have just learned that one of the
dropped the subject and went back
individuals whose complaint with
the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) against
me was dismissed for lack of evidence has now filed suit in federal
court- against me, my brother,
our chief fmancial officer and nine
other individuals and entities- on
the grounds of sexual harassment,
prejudice based on her national
origin (unknown), race (unknown;
she sort of looked like me) and
language (we always considered
her fluency in another language an
asset - she could translate for our
customers). Four complaints
against 12 defendants adds up to
48 federal law suits against which
I have to pay a lawyer big money
to defend. But the complainant,
acting prose, doesn't even have to
pay a filing fee, much less court or
lawyer costs, whether she wins or
loses.
Mind you, I can't just do one
monster survey of my company's
hiring, pay and harassment trends,
and get my statistical defense of
all these complaints over with.
Each analysis of each complaint is
Limit 500 per customer, 8.5 11 x 11 .. White Bond.
necessarily different. The complainant defines the oppressed
group he or she claims to belong
to and the universe of employees
(by department, rank, pay scale,
seniority, work team, trade or
physical location in the factory or
office, for instance) to be compared. The government agency
Sending & Receiving, domestic transmissions only,
determines the time period to be
per page.
analyzed. And I get to correlate
the real reason for the layoff
Phone charges may apply.
against the other categories. One
complainant had been late· for
work or absent entirely 70 out of
249 consecutive work days when
our job load diminished and we
were able to fire him. I still had to
provide reams of data co~paring
lateness and absenteeism by
Ground, 2-Day or Overnight & All Other UPS Services.
observed skin color for all apprenPer customer, per day.
lrrMMILY ullti ,;.-~~~;-;;;;;;,;;.;;;,;,~tices within his particular trade
1
over a 52-week period.
UPS AUTHORIZED SHIPPING OUTLET
·I now have one employee (he
appears to be a white male, but he
County Seat Plaza
assures me he is more than 72
years old and might be one-eighth
2843 Calumet Avenue
Cherokee) engaged full-time in
Valparaiso, IN 46383
analyzing the payroll - in some
Tel. (219) 464-4245 FAX (219) 464-3683
cases going back ten years - in
defense of all these discrimination
Mon - Fri 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
suits; and one hopes for prevenSat. 9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
tive maintenance. (No, no, not
Franct:tises Independently Owned & Operated.
© 1992 Mail Boxes Etc.
quotas; I didn't say that; quotas is
Offer redeemable only at participating Mail Boxes Etc. Centers
a bad word, and even if they existed, there would be no way to meet
ByTamaStarr
Guest Columnist

to work. Silly us.
Today, I happen to know,
everybody in my employ is a
members of a "protected minority." Every one is female, gay, foreign-born, or of foreign ancestry,
religious or atheistic, dark-skinned
or melanin-impaired, single or
married, old or young. They are
physically, mentally or culturally
disabled; otherwise disabled (possibly by low self-esteem) or something else. It is impossible to find
anyone not entitled to a group
entitlement.
How did I learn this? Painfully. At any one time I am defending four or five lawsuits at federal,
state and city levels contending
that I've exercised "prejudice" in
hiring or firing. The most astonishing vector in all this is that to
all intents and purposes the burden
of proof is on me to show that I
am not prejudiced. As has been
explained to me numerous times (I
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them in this world of shifting
sands).
In such a climate, there's
nothing an employee can do but
become hyperconscious of race
and sex and sexual orientation - a
mode of thinking I don't just
resent being coerced into, but
which I fmd wildly impractical.
(Have you seen one Americanborn person lately, of any hue,
who is racially "pure"?)
Nonetheless, categorize I must if I
intend to stay in business.
Contract documents on construction jobs of any size, particularly those that are in any way
government-related, even via
temporary tax incentives, now
require elaborate ethnic and gender breakdowns by job category;
rococo reports about veterans and
the handieapped - and there is no
end in sight. Long after the "multiculturalism" fad has passed from
college campuses, these laws and
regulations will still be driving us
mad - and making us broke.
Legal fees fun between
$15,000 and $30,000 per case,
win or lose. My own time is
taken up, not with improving my
business and caring for my customers, but in defending lunatic
suits. Who is paying for all this?
The customers will only stand for
so much. But I know who is subsidizing the bureaucrats whose
specialty is laying out these specious requirements and then probing the data: you are!
But frankly, I can't worry
about you at the moment. You,
taxpayer, may be a members of
an oppressed minority, but you
are not officially listed as "protected," so you will have to look
after yourself. Meanwhile, let me
secure my status as an approved
Victim, so I can get me some of
these subsidies and preferential
treatments.
Some months ago, in the
benighted days before the Americans with Disabilities Act, I had
an applicant for the position of
office manager who was obviously so, let me say, challenged that
her mother, who sat in on the job
interview and answered all the
questions for her, had to accompany her to the bathroom. Having failed to hire this person, shall
I turn myself in to the authorities
now, or wait for them to come
and get me?
As you can see, I am becoming paranoid. Paranoia, a mental
illness, is an "approved" disability. So am I not entitled to Victim
status?
Come to think of it, aren't
you? Let's come right out and
say it: Everybody is a victim.
Everyone is equally entitled to
preferential treatment. If we
admit this, won't we be back to
where we started when we ratified the Constitution, and individuals had rights against an oppressive government? "Gimme a
break!" is the plea of the ageimpaired (the young). Why don't
we all give ourselves a break and
just drop this outrageous game
before it puts America out of
business.
COPYRJOHT e 1993, TAMA StARR
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University's Rape Adjudication Draws Fire
wrote a joint letter to The Torch
1
sexual assault, the faculty was expressing their concern - have
called into a special executive questioned the wisdom of sussession meeting on October 13 to pending a student for a potential
give advice on whether the Law felony without reporting the
School or the University should alleged crime to the proper law
handle the disciplinary details of enforcement officials.
There is no general obligation
the incident Independent investiof a private individual or organigation has revealed that the faculzation to report the commission
ty resolved to permit the Univerof a crime to the police, although
sity to adjudicate the law student.
there are ramifications for willfulAlthough University officials ly harboring a known felon.
have remained silent in regards to
Generally, private colleges
their sexual assault adjudication and universities are given great
procedure, one of the theories latitude in conducting their interoffered to justify their action is nal affairs. Occasionally, they are
that the University has an obliga- held to the level of state-run instition to its students to provide a tutes. This appears to be the
safe, healthy environment for liv- thrust of Bushemi's claim that the
ing and learning. The University University violated §1983, by actconducting a disciplinary review ing under color of state law.
of a student accused of a crime is
Edward McGlynn Gaffney,
somewhat parallel to an employer Jr., Dean of the School of Law,
who, having been made aware of said, "I am aware of some cases
possible criminal conduct by an which have held that private uniemployee, would have the right to versities can be acting under color
dismiss the employee with proba- of state law, but I think that
ble cause in the interest of pro- would be a very difficult thing to
tecting those in the work environ- prove."
ment.
Beyond that, the Dean
Several members of the cam- declined to comment
pus community - some of whom
Citing the Buckley AmendCONTINUED FROM PAGE

ment, officials at the University
have declined to reveal information regarding the already-decided sexual assault or the procedure
used to adjudicate it.
The Buckley Amendment was
enacted to protect students' educational records from being publicly
disseminated. Case law suggests
that as far as public institutions
are concerned, disciplinary
records are not a part of a student's educational record, and are
not protected by Buckley. As it
relates to private institutions,
however, it seems that the institution may make its own determination as to whether a student's disciplinary record shall be considered a part of his educational
record. That which is not protected by Buckley may be obtained
through the Freedom of Information Act.
Nothing in Buckley appears to
prevent a private university from
releasing information relating to
the procedure followed in adjudicating potential offenses.
The Campus Securities Act of
1990, however, mandates that all
educational institutions, public
and private, report to the student

body as a whole, prospective students, and interested parents, that
certain crimes have occurred.
This information must be given in
timely notice, and it must discuss
possible security precautions
when there is a threat to property,
health, safety, or welfare of the
campus community.
One of the long-standing differences between private and public educational institutions is that
education is considered a right in
a public institution, but it is a
privilege in a private institution.
In this regard, courts have given
private educational institutions
broad discretion with respect to
suspension or expulsion of their
students.
Less clear is the extent to
which private universities must
safeguard due process considerations. In coming issues of The
Forum, this newspaper will
examine in more detail the contractual relationship between students, employees, and the university; the Buckley Amendment as
it applies to university students;
and § 1983 as it applies to private
institutions.
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Shooting From the Lip

A Plethora of Sports
By Adam Karp
Sports Editor
By the time you read this article, the shock of Michael Jordan's
retirement should settle down and
it is now necessary to reflect and
evaluate the career of probably
the greatest basketball player of
all-time. Looking back at the
career of Michael Jordan, Jordan
never failed to deliver at crunch
time in a major game. Whenever
his team(either North Carolina or
-the Bulls) were faced with a must
win situation, Jordan always rose
to the occasion. The only time
that I can remember Jordan being
off occurred in the 1984 NCAA
College Basketball Tournament
when lndiana(led by the defense
of Dan Dakech) held Jordan to 13
points and pulled off the major
upset in eliminating # 1 North
Carolina from the NCAA tournament. Jordan never failed!
In evaluating the sudden
retirement of Jordan, I have feelings of both admiration and
doubt. As for admiration, you
have to respect anyone that can
retire at the peak of his career.
Mter watching such players like
Steve Carlton, Carlton Fisk. Pete
Rose, and Terry Bradshaw struggling to continue to play and
recapture some of their old glory,
Jordan's retirement at this time of
his career deserves a lot of credit.
However, I have some doubt
about the timing of the retirement.
Jordan does not owe anything to
the fans, but I think he might owe
something to the game of basketball. Coming off their third
straight championship, the Bulls
were at the top of their game and
would have probably fielded their
best team this year with the addition of Toni Kukoc and the
improvement of B.J. Armstrong
and Scott Williams. Basketpall is
a team sport and in my opinion,
Jordan had some obligation to
ride out the Bulls' current run. It
is very difficult argument to make
since one can infer that I am saying that Jordan can only retire
after the Bulls lose. However,
any team that wins the NBA
championship this season will
have the constant reminder that
they would not be champions if
the Bulls had Jordan. The next
NBA champions will win with an
asterisk. If you ask the Knicks or
the Suns, they will say that they
would rather win the championship with Jordan playing. The
argument places Jordan in a bad,
and an unwinnable position, but it
was just one my reactions to the
sudden news.
A similar situation occurred in
1982 when Sugar Ray Leonard
retired from boxing because of a
detached retina instead of fighting
Marvin Hagler. Despite his

Hagler always had to live with the nant races of all-time. If next
specter of Leonard and never year's playoff structure was used
received
the
credit
he this year, the Braves and Giants
deserved.(At a time when both would have both made the playfighters were well past their offs and there would have been
prime, Leonard returned to the no pennant race.
ring 5 years later to fight Hagler
and won a highly questionable
Had the Giants and Braves finsplit decision.) The other inter- ished in a tie, there would have
esting point about the timing of been a 1 game playoff game on a
the retirement is the fact that the Monday Night at 10:30 Eastern
retirement occurred just 3 days Time on ESPN. The key thing to
after the Bulls' season tickets remember is that the playoff
went on sale.(They were sold out structure and divisions are changin a day). Do you think that the ing in order to increase fan interBulls would have been able to sell est. With this in mind, how can
out these games if Jordan had one explain that a game of this
already retired?
magnitude would have been
played on cable and this time at
If Jordan decides to come out
night. In 1978, the Red Sox's and
of retirement, it would bring back the Yankees had to play in a one
memories of basketball player
galne playoff game to determine
Dave Cowens and f~tball player
who would win the AL East.
Ed "Too Tall" Jones. Both
The game, which produced the
retired and then returned after one
dramatic 3-run homer by Bucky
year of retirement from the sport.
Dent, was on at 3:00 in the afterAt the time of their retirement,
each player was performing at a noon on ABC. The logic of
high level. Upon their return, Major League Baseball does not
these two athletes performed make sense.
well, but not close to that previous level. They also returned to
the sport in their 30s, not their
20s. I believe that Jordan will
return to the game of basketball.
I hope that when he returns, he
returns at the level he left, and not
a level beneath that. If he returns
at a level beneath his previous
level, I would want him to remain
retired. It would only a tarnish a
legend.
Another interesting basketball
item concerns the Pistons trading
of Dennis Rodman and Isiah
Morris to San Antonio for Sean
Elliot and David Wood. The
trade also gave the Spurs the
option of switching first round
draft picks. Rodman is an all-star
player when he plays, but he is a
malcontent and a 32 year-old one
at that. In Elliot, the Pistons
receive a 25 year old all-star who
is just beginning to reach his
potential. The trading for an attitude like Rodman by the Spurs
just does not make any se!lse.
The Spurs are taking a major risk
because they are receiving a player 7 years older. Also, the Spurs
will have a difficult time finding
scoring with the loss of Elliot.
For the Pistons, they get rid of an
attitude while adding a key player
to their rebuilding program.
Next season, baseball will
change the divisions and the playoff structure. There will be three
divisions in each league and four
teams from each league will make
the playoffs. The major reason
for the change cited by the owners is to increase fan interest, create more exciting pennant races
and generate more revenue. It
was kind of ironic that in the last
year of the current playoff structure, the Braves and Giants were

As for the new divisional
structure, the Cubs have to be
overjoyed. Last year, the Cubs
protested a proposed divisional
realignment that would have
placed them in the same division
as the Braves. The alignment for
next year has the Cubs in the
Central and the Braves in the
East. Although one can argue
that 10 years from now, the
Braves will be weak and the Central will be the strongest division,
it is difficult not to be overjoyed
about not being placed in the
same division as the Braves for
the immediate future. The Braves
are going to be powerful for at
least the next 5 years and it is
extremely difficult to play in a
division with such a powerhouse.
With the College Football season moving along, Notre Dame is
quietly making a run at a Championship. When the season opened,
Notre Dame was embroiled in
some controversy with the publishing of an unflattering account
of Notre Dame football over the
last 6 years. After soundly
defeating Michigan, Notre Dame
has moved up in the polls to #3 in
a season that most predicted to be
a rebuilding one for Notre Dame.
However, if Notre Dame can
knock off Florida State on
November 13, it will set up a
Sugar Bowl game against either
Alabama or Florida for the
National Championship. Beating
Florida State is a big IF. Since
the game is in November, there
could be some snow in South
Bend and thus. it would help minimize the speed of Florida State.
Even without the snow, Notre
Dame might display that constant
tendency of rising up and beating
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The "Lucy" Awards
By Charlie White
Viewpoints Editor
Before I begin handing out
these awards, just keep in mind
that I had a rough Thursday night
at the J-Bar. If, because of the
dull pain in my head, I missed a
few of you ...just remember that I
will get each and every one of
you sooner or later.
The "Tweedle Dee, Tweedle
Dumb" otherwise known as the
"Beavis and Butthead" award
goes to that zany dynamic duo
Norm Burggraf and Dan Matern.
The "Little fidgety squirrel
who's had a little too much caffeine" award goes to Pam Mehta.
Oh, she also wins "Miss Congeniality."
The "Man who missed Burrito
Day... or did he?" award goes to
Ken "lronman" Zuber. Ken also
wins the "He would wear that stupid Wisconsin hockey jersey to
his own wedding" award.
The "Web, web, web ... "
award is a three way tie! This
award for the biggest and loudest
whiners in the school goes to
Chris Becker, Dave Westland,
and Pam Mehta. Your prize is a
life time supply of Motrin. Becker wins a purely fictional video
about how the Denver Broncos
win the Super Bowl.
The "Take the bandage off
your leg ... nobody cares anymore"
award goes to Chuck Curtis.
The "Talking Head" award
goes to Mike Grahm. And no,
Mike, the Bulls are not going to
be as good without Jordan. In
fac~ the Pacers are going to beat
those buttnuts real good.
The "@#%" or the "Potty
mouth" award goes to Beth
Flynn.
The "lips flapping in the
wind" or the "Why don't you shut
the hell up in evidence class"
award goes to John Prokos.
The "Would you kindly
answer the question which I have
put to you before I bust your head
open" award goes to Ray Pezzul19. Ray, you would be interested
to know. moonlights as the infamous "Jackhammer Head" in the
World Wrestling Federation.
This could very well be the last
award of my natural life.
The "Meanest, Baddest Man"
otherwise known as the "Marlburo Man" award goes to that
zany guy with the motorcycle
Chuck Davis. The Nuns used to
call him "The Big Hurt."
The "Man who can relate any
legal theory to 'Animal Farm"'
award goes to Dan Matern.
The "lives like a dirty little
pig" award goes to a very special
person. He is kind and gentle as
he works to offend no one. He is
creative and playful as he hides

Legally Speaking...
"Why is there always a
secret singing
When a lawyer cashes in?
Why does a hearse horse
snicker
Hauling a lawyer away?"
-CARL SANDBURG

LAWYERS KNOW Too MUCH

his roommates turkey sandwiches
around the apartment. He ponders critical issues of the day as
he tunes in to ESPN rodeo and
tractor pull hour. Is he a renaissance man or does he stand ready
to chair the Indiana White Trash
Convention? This award goes to
Nate. I won't even say your
whole name because there is only
one Nate at this school.
The "Thank God it's gone"
award goes to Dan Barfield for
changing his pre-teen idol Adam
Ant hairdo from last year to his
sleek and elegant no nonsense
cut. special recognition should
also be paid to his suits that he
wears this year. replacing his
Johnny Cash/Jerry Glanville
wardrobe. Is this the kinder and
gentler Dan that we've been
dreaming of... stay tuned!
The "Hey, that looks like my
cousin Cooter" award goes to Ed
Hearn for that ugly, itchy looking
beard that he •s trying to grow.
The "Fugitive Man" award
goes to Dale Stache. It always
seems like he is nervous and in a
big hurry. Keep your children
and other loved ones out of his
path.
Is it "Arm ani Man" or is he
just trying to imitate the guitarist
on ACDC? Just ask Jeff Cragen.
The "And look, this scratch is
from the little league championship, in which I played against
Jack Whatshisname, who of
course now plays in the
majors ... and of course I caught
that pass to save the game .. .look,
it's all here on my high school
video tapes" award goes to Frank
"the Thrill" Kosturous. This
award is also called "Is he a man
among boys. or a boy among
sheep?" Boy. If I were only a
woman!
The "Don't let her be in
charge of the next family
reunion" award goes to Christine
Drager for taking her poor, sweet
mom, who came all the way from
Alaska, to the J-Bar. Don't worry
Mrs. Drager, I'll make sure that
when your son, Doug, graduates
from the undergrad that we won't
have his graduation open house at
the Northside Tap like Christine
suggested.
The "Milkman" award goes to
Mitch. No Mitch ... you're the
man.
Hats off to all of those Green
Bay Packer fans who have
watched their dream team go 1-3
so far. Perhaps they have been
eating too much chocolate and
getting slow ... for they play like
the Green Bay Fudge Packers.
Well, I'm done. I need to get
the hell out of here and try to stop
living my life through you fruitcakes.
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57 Different
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